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Abstract— This paper explores the relationship between the
ACA Medicaid Expansion and the bankruptcy rate in states that
did and did not expand their Medicaid programs. In general,
past research has found that the Medicaid expansions of the
1990s are associated with a decrease in bankruptcy rates, but
as of yet, there has been little formal research into changes in
the bankruptcy rate as a result of the 2014 Medicaid expansion.
Utilizing a difference-in-differences analysis, I find that the
bankruptcy rate fell more in states that did expand than those
that did not expand in the post-expansion timeframe, lending
evidence to the 2014 ACA Medicaid expansion having decreased
the bankruptcy rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bankruptcy has a wide variety of causes, that range from
losing a job to an over utilization of credit cards, with
medical costs being arguably one of the largest contributors
to bankruptcy within the United States (Himmelstein 2005).
In the United States, one could incur medical costs of close to
$20,000 from a car accident (Haller 2015) — an unattainable
amount for uninsured individuals, especially those who have
little to no savings, or live paycheck to paycheck. Even
with monthly payment plans, these individuals may still be
forced to file for bankruptcy. There has been no shortage
of studies and opinions on the ACA Medicaid expansion as
a whole: DeMint of the Heritage Foundation (2015) called
the Medicaid Expansion a program that will cause ”permanent damage to America” and “[doom] many Americans
to second-rate healthcare”, and many argue that Medicaid
is a job-destroying scheme that makes people lazier and
destroys the economy. In more scholarly work, the Kaiser
Family Foundation (Antonisse 2017) finds in a summary of
153 studies that the Medicaid expansion was associated with
more positive health and economic outcomes at a state level.
However, there has been little formal research into whether
or not the ACA Medicaid expansion had an impact on the
number of bankruptcies.
This paper uses a difference-in-differences approach to
estimate the impact of the ACA Medicaid expansion on the
rate of personal bankruptcies between 2012 and 2016. As
falsification tests, I explore specifications with Chapter 7 and
Chapter 13 bankruptcy rates and then repeat the process with
the individual and business bankruptcy rates. My results offer
evidence that the Medicaid expansion is associated with a
decrease in the bankruptcy rate in states that expanded their
Medicaid program when compared with states that did not
expand.

II. BASIC T HEORY
There are two chapters in the bankruptcy code that the
majority of individuals file under: Chapter 13 and Chapter
7. Under Chapter 13, individuals must repay part of their
debts for five years post-filing, but are allowed to retain
most of their assets. On the other hand, under Chapter 7,
individuals have all of their debts forgiven, but must give up
any assets above an exemption level. To qualify for Chapter
7 bankruptcy, individuals must make less than the median
income of their state. Given the benefits of Chapter 7 when
compared to Chapter 13 in most cases, it does not make
sense for one to file under Chapter 13 unless forced to by
having high income, having assets above the exemption level
(which is unlikely if one is low income), by owing debts not
dischargeable in Chapter 7 bankruptcy (tax bills and traffic
fines, among others), or because there is a local legal or
social culture of filing under Chapter 13 — that is to say,
a sense of moral obligation to repay some debts (Hackney
2015). Logically, high medical debts and being uninsured
would thus be associated with filing under Chapter 7 instead
of Chapter 13, and indeed, this is confirmed in the literature
(Domowitz 1999). To put it simply, it is likely that any
impacts on the bankruptcy rate from a Medicaid expansion
would be localized in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy count.
More generally, the decision to file for bankruptcy is
driven by a cost/benefit analysis. The benefits are, of course,
a slate wiped clean of any debt, or being able to manage
bills without the threat of legal action. However, there are
downsides of filing for bankruptcy — social stigma (Gross
2002) and a mark on one’s credit report. Even given the
benefits of bankruptcy, we should not underestimate the
impact of these two, seemingly minor downsides on real
individuals. Consider the story of Stephanie, an uninsured
woman in her late 20s who was forced to declare bankruptcy
over $16,000 in medical bills that resulted from injuries
afflicted by her abusive partner. This bankruptcy left her
unable to open a credit card or rent an apartment, and cost
her numerous job offers, leaving her feeling like a social
outcast (Land 2016). Clearly, it is quite understandable why
White (1998) found that fewer people file for bankruptcy
than would actually benefit from it.
Aside from social stigma and a mark on the credit report,
there are a few other reasons people would choose not to
file for bankruptcy. If a lender does not take action against a
borrower to collect the loan, the borrower benefits as if they

had filed for bankruptcy and avoids the difficulty and stress
of filing for bankruptcy (White 1998). The value of having
the option to file for bankruptcy may also be involved in
the decision — having the option to file for bankruptcy in
the future might be more valuable than filing for bankruptcy
itself (White 1998).
III. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Prior research often focuses on what external factors push
an individual into bankruptcy. From this perspective, adverse
shocks such as job loss and medical bills push some into
bankruptcy, while for others, the overuse (and easy access
to) credit cards is a factor of more importance (White 2007).
Homeownership and higher per-capita income decrease the
likelihood an individual will file for bankruptcy of any sort
(Domowitz et al. 1999). Domowitz et al. (1999) also find
that high medical debt is the single largest indicative of
bankruptcy potential, specifically under Chapter 7 of the
bankruptcy code. This strand was supported in a medical
study performed by Hollingworth et al. (2007), which found
a significant increase in bankruptcies after an individual had
a serious brain or spinal cord injury. Medical debt seems to
be different than other kinds of debt: Brevoort (2015) found
that high levels of medical debt are not predictive of being
behind on other payments.
Other researchers focus on the individual’s decision to
file for bankruptcy, suggesting that in a way, bankruptcy
acts as its own version of high-deductible health insurance
(Mahoney 2015). Koch (2014) links the decrease in the
insurance rate after the enactment of the Emergency Medical
Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) in the mid1980s to an increase in the bankruptcy rate over the same
period. Of course, it is important to keep in mind that high
medical debt and/or a lack of insurance is not the only
reason that bankruptcies increased — as Livshits et al. (2010)
point out, Canada, which has national health insurance, also
experienced a similar growth in their bankruptcy rate over
the same timeframe.
Focusing more specifically on medical bankruptcy, the
literature is in disagreement on the percentage of bankruptcies that are “true” medical bankruptcies. The percentage
varies wildly, depending mostly on whether one uses survey data or courthouse record data. Survey data, where
individuals are surveyed on what they think was behind
their bankruptcy, as well as what kinds of debts they had
prior to declaring bankruptcy, tends to find that 40-50% of
bankruptcies are medically induced (Himmelstein et al. 2005
and 2009).1 Meanwhile, courthouse records analysis, where
individuals examine what assets and debts are actually listed
in bankruptcy filings, tends to find a much lower medical
bankruptcy rate: 17% (Dranove 2006) and 23.1% (Hackney
2015).
Jacoby et al. (2010) attempted to explain this discrepancy
with a large data set that combines courthouse and survey
1 Beware that they reclassified individuals as medically bankrupt if they
had large amounts of medical debt, even if the individual said that those
debts were not behind their bankruptcy, as Dranove (2006) points out.

data. They found that individuals with other credit options
often shift medical debts to payment methods that appear
generic on courthouse records. In other words, instead of
debts being owed to a hospital, they are owed to a credit card
company or a bank. In particular, non-African Americans
and homeowners are more likely to perform this creditrebalancing maneuver (Jacoby 2010). However, even given
this explanation, there is still not a definitive answer as to
what the exact medical bankruptcy rate is or which type
of data is “better”. My research will focus on the overall
bankruptcy rate, rather than attempting to determine the
exact percentage of medical bankruptcies, so as to avoid this
ambiguity.
The vast majority of research into medical bankruptcies
is not experimental in nature: it merely explores existing
data, making it difficult to tease out cause and effect. Public
health insurance expansions tend to vary by state, making
these the perfect subject for quasi-experimental research.
Previous natural experiments into medical bankruptcy and
public health insurance within the United States focused
on two shocks: the Medicaid expansions of the 1990s, and
the Massachusetts 2006 health care reform. Gross (2011),
following in the steps of Yarbrough (2007), used a differencein-differences regression to analyze the impact of Medicaid
expansions at a state level between 1992 and 2004. This
research found that an increase in the Medicaid eligibility
rate led to a decrease in consumer bankruptcies. More
specifically, Gross (2011) found that a 10% increase in the
Medicaid eligibility rate in a state was associated with an
approximate 8% decrease in consumer bankruptcies. Upon
repeating these results at a per-zip code level, he found nearly
identical results.
Other researchers found similar results when studying
the impacts of other public health care expansions in the
United States: Arrieta (2013), in an analysis of financial
statements for hospitals, found that the health care reform
in Massachusetts seems to have decreased the bad debt
ratio, which implies that hospitals were getting reimbursed
for their services more often. However, Badding et al
(2012), using a difference-in-differences analysis, compared
the bankruptcy rate in Massachusetts between 2006 and 2010
with surrounding states, and found that post-Massachusetts
reform, the bankruptcy rate actually increased. This is not
the only ambiguous, or unexpected result found when public
health care programs were expanded. Using an intent-to-treat
OLS model, Finkelstein (2012) found that participants who
enrolled in the Oregon Healthcare System had no statistically
noticeable reduction in bankruptcy. It is important to note,
however, that Finkelstein's study was performed 1 year postexpansion: in theory, public health expansions might have a
lagged effect on bankruptcies.
Indeed, this lagged effect seems to be supported by more
recent research, although the extent of the lag is unknown.
Mazumder (2016) found less ambiguous results from the
Massachusetts health expansion than did Badding (2012): using consumer credit information panel and demographic data
at a zip code level, as well as a triple difference regression

method to compare individual outcomes in both more and
less affected Massachusetts areas, in addition to those outside
of Massachusetts, Mazumder found the expected results. The
probability of a bankruptcy for individuals in Massachusetts
fell post-Massachusetts healthcare reform — particularly for
those with low credit scores prior to the health care overhaul.
This brings us to the topic of my paper: the current
Medicaid expansion. Recent research has covered numerous
aspects of the expansion: Slusky (2017), using a differencein-differences regression, finds that the ACA Medicaid expansion was associated with a decrease in the divorce rate
for individuals between 50-64 years old — the main demographic group that divorces due to high medical bills,
given that this group is not eligible for Medicare unless
they meet strict asset requirements which are much more
difficult to reach when a couple is married. Other research
focuses on who the Medicaid expansion impacted the most:
Courtemanche et al. (2017), using a difference-in-differences
model, find that the increased eligibility for Medicaid in
expansion states resulted in an increase in the insurance rate
for non-white, unmarried individuals between 18-34 years
old. This increase for non-white individuals is not because of
the state's demographic makeup: Wherry et al. (2016) found
that the individuals in expansion states were more likely to
be white — that is, the expansion states consisted of mostly
white individuals, and yet the majority of the direct impact
of the Medicaid expansion was felt by non-white individuals.
Meanwhile, the Kaiser Family Foundation summary of the
research literature finds that there was a decline in individuals
in Medicaid expansion states that reported having medical
debt, or medical bills in collection (Antonisse 2017). Recent
research from Brevoort et al. (2017), using a difference-indifferences model with data at a census-tract level from the
Consumer Credit Panel, finds that the Medicaid expansion
is responsible for a decrease in medical debt and past-due
bills among individuals that qualify for Medicaid. Therefore,
one would expect that bankruptcy rates would fall more in
expansion states than in non-expansion states.
There are much circumstantial evidence and many anecdotes on this topic. However, there seems to be a dearth
of research into if the ACA Medicaid expansion actually
impacted the bankruptcy rate. This paper aims to fill that
gap.
IV. DATA
Ideally, I would have a state-level count of individuals who
filed for bankruptcy due to high medical costs. However,
there’s no way to directly ascertain this given my resources
and the data I was able to access. My data instead consists of
yearly state-level bankruptcy data from the US Courts website, joined with state-specific demographic and economic
data from GeoFRED and the United State Department of
Energy. This data provides a count of bankruptcies for both
individuals and businesses broken down by chapter of the
bankruptcy code. I transformed this raw count into bankruptcies per thousand residents, to weight the bankruptcies in a
state by population size. I retrieved the data on which (and

when) states expanded their Medicaid programs under the
ACA from the Kaiser Family Foundation.
Figure 1 presents whether or not (and when) a state expanded, to help visualize which (and when) states expanded.
States that did not expand appear to be more likely to be
Southern or Midwestern states, while states that did expand
appear to be more likely to be Northern or coastal states.
There are, of course, some clear and obvious exceptions,
such as Arkansas — which expanded — and Maine, which
has not expanded yet (although the Kaiser Family Foundation
reports that a Medicaid expansion in Maine is imminent).
It becomes apparent when examining the data in Figure
2 that the individual bankruptcy rate for both expansion
and non-expansion states fell over the data'’ s timeframe.
However, states that did expand had an almost unnoticeable
greater decrease in the bankruptcy rate when compared with
non-expansion states. This is confirmed in Figure 3. Expansion states seem to have a lower bankruptcy rate overall,
both before and after the Medicaid expansion. However, the
bankruptcy rate seems to have fallen more in expansion
states, when compared with non-expansion states. When
breaking down individual bankruptcies by Chapter of the
bankruptcy code in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it seems that the
change is localized in Chapter 7 bankruptcies. It also seems
that Southern, non-expansion states had a greater bankruptcy
rate overall (seemingly localized in Chapter 13 bankruptcy
filings).
Looking more quantitatively at the data, in Table 1 we
see exactly what Figures 2 and 3 imply: the individual
bankruptcy rate overall decreased, but it decreased more
in expansion states versus non-expansion states. This relationship remains, even when including late expansion states.
Overall then, it seems that states that expanded had a greater
drop in bankruptcies than states that did not expand.
V. M ODEL
Conceptually, my model tries to understand whether or
not the ACA’s Medicaid expansion decreased the bankruptcy
rate in states that expanded as a function of whether or not
the state expanded, whether we’re in the timeframe postexpansion, the interaction between those two terms, and
finally, some controls — in effect, a standard differencein-difference model. I control for income, population, GSP,
the price of oil and homeownership. Unless explicitly noted,
states that expanded after 2014 are excluded. Many of these
late-expanding states expanded in the middle of a year,
instead of at the beginning of the year as the initial expanders
did. Since my data is at a yearly level, it does not provide
the granularity that is needed to accurately account for these
late expansion states.
To econometrically analyze what this data is suggesting,
I estimate the following difference-in-differences model:
Yit =α + βit Expanded + β2it P ostExpansion
+ β3it Expanded ∗ P ostExpansion + φi
+ δit + ρit + σit + γit + τt + it

where Yit is a bankruptcy rate in a specific state at a
specific time, α is a constant, βit is the coefficient on the
dummy variable for being in a state that expanded, β2it is the
coefficient on the dummy variable for being in a period of
time post-expansion, β3it is the coefficient on the interaction
between being in a state that expanded and being in the
post-expansion time period, φi is a control term for statelevel effects, δit is a control term for income, ρit is a control
term for population, σit is a control term for homeownership
rate, γit is a control term for GSP (Gross State Product), τt
is a control term for time fixed effects, and εit is the error
term.
VI. R ESULTS
I estimated 4 models with the individual bankruptcy rate
per thousand as my dependent variable. I followed an incremental model building protocol, with the first model being a
pure difference-in-differences model, with no controls. The
second, third, and fourth models build on this, by including
controls for state-specific economic variables, state-fixed
effects, and time-fixed effects respectively. My results are
summarized in Table 2. When controlling for state-level
and time fixed-effects, in addition to state-specific economic
characteristics, I found that Medicaid expansion led to a
decrease in bankruptcy rates. This is consistent with much
of the prior literature on the impacts of Medicaid expansion.
In addition, it is what one would intuitively expect.
To more clearly illustrate this relationship, maps are presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7, which display the predicted
deviation from average state-level change in bankruptcies
year-over-year, based on the final specification. A negative
deviation means that a state negatively deviated from trend
bankruptcies per thousand, or that it had more of decrease in
bankruptcies when compared with the nationwide average. A
positive deviation meant that a state had less of a decrease
(or even an increase) in bankruptcies when compared with
the nationwide average for a state in that year. Looking
specifically at Figure 5, we see that in 2013 — the year
before the Medicaid expansion — there does not seem to be
a relationship between whether a state was going to expand
Medicaid, and how it deviated from the average change in
bankruptcy year-over-year. This changes once the Medicaid
expansion takes effect. In Figure 6, which displays this
relationship for 2014 — the year that the Medicaid expansion
took effect — we clearly see that being an expansion state is
associated with a negative deviation from the average change
in bankruptcy year-over-year; meanwhile, being in a nonexpansion state is associated with a positive deviation from
the average change in bankruptcy rate. Again, this matches
with what the model tells us should happen, as well as what
we would expect to happen. This case is further strengthened
if we look at the 2014 and 2015 accumulated deviations
from trend bankruptcy rate, presented in Figure 7. In this
figure, we see that the trend seems to be cumulative. In
other words, it does not seem to be a one time shock, but a
sustained change in the bankruptcy rate between expansion
and non-expansion states. The Medicaid expansion seems to

have decreased the amount of individual bankruptcies filed
within a year, when compared with non-Medicaid expansion
states.
VII. T ESTS
To test the robustness of these results, I examined several
possible re-specifications. The first was including states with
a post-2014 expansion under the ACA. I marked each lateexpansion state as post-expansion if the year in which the
expansion had passed. For example, Pennsylvania expanded
their Medicaid program at the beginning of 2015: they were
therefore marked as being post-expansion for purposes of the
difference-in-difference analysis from 2015 on. My results
are presented in Table 3. These results seem to indicate that
including these states has little effect on the model overall,
aside from swapping the sign on the dummy for being in
a world post Medicaid expansion, decreasing the sum of
squared residuals, and modifying the statistical significance
of all variables. It specifically impacts the expanded and
post-expansion interaction variable, with this specification
resulting in an increased t-stat of -2.01, which results in
a p-value of .023 — strengthening the case for the ACA
Medicaid expansion diminishing the number of bankruptcies.
Residual analysis suggests that the fit of this model is similar
to the fit of the original model. In other words, there does
not seem to be a penalty associated with dropping states that
expanded their Medicaid programs post-January 2014.
Residual analysis of both the original specification and the
specification which included late-expansion states seemed to
indicate that Nevada was having an outsized influence on
my model, so I dropped it and reran my final specification
to test if this was true. The results of this are presented in
Table 3 as well. My results seem to be mostly unaffected by
including (or removing) NV from my model — aside from
minor changes to t-stats and the sum of squared residuals,
little else has changed. In short, my specification seems to
be quite robust.
As a falsification test, I reran my final specification twice:
once with the state-level Chapter 7 bankruptcy rate as the
dependent variable, and once with the Chapter 13 bankruptcy
rate as the dependent variable. The results are summarized in
Table 4. Given that individuals that file under Chapter 13 are
typically high income (and thus likely to be either already
insured or unqualified for Medicaid), while those that file
under Chapter 7 are generally low income (and thus more
likely to be uninsured, and qualify for Medicaid), if the Medicaid expansion is truly behind this decrease in bankruptcy,
we would expect that the Chapter 7 bankruptcy rate model
would have a noticeable decrease in the bankruptcy rate in
expansion states when compared with non-expansion states,
whereas the model with the Chapter 13 bankruptcy rate
would be much more ambiguous. The factors that we must
control for when modeling overall individual bankruptcies
still must be controlled for when modeling by chapter of
the bankruptcy code. Given this, all controls from the final
specification have been included in this model.

Table 4 suggests exactly what we would expect to see
if the Medicaid expansion were behind the decrease in
the bankruptcy rate in expansion states: a decrease in the
Chapter 7 bankruptcy rate in states that expanded after the
expansion took effect, with an ambiguous impact on Chapter
13 bankruptcies in the same timeframe. Being in a state
that expanded their Medicaid program is associated with a
statistically significant decrease in Chapter 13 bankruptcies
overall. However, the post-expansion timeframe and state
expansion interaction term is positive (albeit close to zero),
offering a mixed, ambiguous picture. It is important to
note that this picture is clarified when we consider the pvalue of 0.305, which implies that this relationship is not
statistically significant. Simply put, given these ambiguities,
my model passes this test — the relationship between being
an expansion state and the change in Chapter 7 and 13
bankruptcy rates is different.
As an additional falsification test, I reran my final specification with business bankruptcies per thousand as my
dependent variable. If the Medicaid expansion were in fact
behind the decrease in individual bankruptcies, we would
expect that rerunning the model with the business bankruptcy
rate would result in a noise-filled model with a coefficient on
the interaction term that is close to zero, assuming my data
is unbiased — that is to say, intuitively, we would expect
business bankruptcies to be relatively unimpacted by the
Medicaid expansion. Indeed, this is what we see in the results
presented in Table 5. Residual analysis seemed to indicate
that Delaware was biasing this model, so I ran it twice: once
with, and once without Delaware. In both cases, we see that
the state-expanded and post-expansion timeframe dummy
interaction term is close to zero and positive, with a nonstatistically significant p-value of 0.101, which is consistent
with the hypothesis that business bankruptcies were relatively
unimpacted by the Medicaid expansion. In other words, my
model passes this falsification test: it does indeed seem that
there is evidence that the Medicaid expansion decreased the
individual bankruptcy rate.
Taken together, these tests provide further of evidence that
what my results suggest is true: that the Medicaid expansion
is associated with a decrease in the individual bankruptcy rate
— specifically, a decrease seemingly localized in Chapter 7
bankruptcies.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
My research finds evidence that the Medicaid expansion
has led to a decrease in the individual bankruptcy rate
— to be precise, a decrease in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy
rate. These results are strengthened by several robustness
checks and falsification tests. Changing how this model
was specified had little effect on the results; rerunning my
model with the business bankruptcy rate suggests that the
business bankruptcy rate was relatively unimpacted by the
Medicaid expansion, while breaking down my specification
by chapter of the bankruptcy code finds that Chapter 7
bankruptcies decreased after the expansion in expansion
states while Chapter 13 bankruptcies were more ambiguous.

These results are what one would expect to find, based on
what literature suggests should happen when low income,
uninsured individuals are given access to health insurance.
My results are limited by my timeframe — it seems likely
that these results would be persistent beyond 2016, but we
cannot be certain. My results are also limited by the fact that
I am measuring the overall bankruptcy filing count, and not
the actual medical bankruptcy rate.
From a policy perspective, if lawmakers in states that did
not expand Medicaid decided to expand their state’s Medicaid program, they would see a decrease in their bankruptcy
rates. A reduced bankruptcy rate would obviously be a good
thing for any state — fewer bankruptcies means that more
lenders are getting paid, which most would agree is good
for the economy. Any policy that would decrease these
rates would be something that most policymakers should be
willing to support, regardless of their thoughts on welfare —
and that fails to even consider the improved health outcomes,
lifespans, and quality of life that the low income citizens
of these states would no doubt gain from receiving health
insurance coverage under Medicaid.
From this point of view, future research should focus
specifically on how the Arkansas and Louisiana Medicaid
expansions impacted these states when compared with surrounding states, given that many of the non-expansion states
were Southern, while many of the expansion states were
Northern or coastal. It is possible that we would see a
somewhat different outcome in Southern states that expand
their Medicaid programs, given that Southern states are quite
different from Northern states in terms of demographics,
culture, and beliefs.
Also of interest for future researchers would be a focus
on how many people actually received coverage through the
Medicaid expansion — what the take up rate was, as well as
how many people became eligible for Medicaid due to the
expansion. This would allow us to determine an elasticity for
Medicaid expansions with respect to the bankruptcy rate —
updating Gross (2011) — which would be very informative
for policymakers in terms of doing a cost-benefit analysis of
the Medicaid expansion.
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